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Life time achievement award will be given to the Producer and Director Mr. Surendra Bohra at Jaipur International Film Festival-JIFF 2018

In the context of History of Indian Cinema, contribution made by Surendra Bohra is evidently significant.
Jaipur: Film producer and Director from Indian film Industry will be honoured with the Lifetime Achievement Award at the tenth Jaipur International Film Festival (JIFF 2018) beginning January 6 at Golcha Cinema Jaipur.

In the events during the festival, film makers and artists from different parts of the country and abroad are likely to be present and special shows will be organised for the screening of various films.

SURENDRA is a noted Film Producer, who began distribution from Delhi and Rajasthan. Born on 31st January 1946, he production marwari film 'Maa Manne Kyon Parnayee' and turned director with his film SAAJAN KA GHAR (Starring : Rishi Kapoor and Juhi Chawla) and continued to go ahead with many Films.

SURENDRA has gone through various hardships in the path, in order to make his Brand, one of India’s most celebrated Independent Film Production Company. He’s produced Films (Under Bohra Brothers) like Gangs of Wasseypur, Shahid, Shaitan, Sahib Biwi aur Gangster, Tanu Weds Manu and many others.

Belonging to Jodhpur, SURENDRA dreamt of making it a big Production Company, eventually did it and received appreciation across the world. SURENDRA inherits a strong passion about Films, and that’s what made him immensely successful, in the Mumbai Film Industry. Now, his son SUNIL BOHRA is handling the works successfully.

BOHRA BROTHERS has diversified into a multi – faceted Business Firms in e – Commerce, Acting Institutions, Enterprise Technology Solutions. It has gone digital now, and produced contents for Digital World.

Festival will be held in Jaipur from 6 to 10 January, 2018.
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